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I. Introduction ----
Convergence results in Holder-Zygmumid miormns'for given trigonometric appr'oxima--tiotl processes play an important role in the approximate solution of singular. jute--gm-al equations (see [U, 12] ). En particular, the convergence order in such Holder. norms for the Fourier sum and the interpolatory polynomial on equidistant nodes has been treated in a seres of papers in the last 15 years: in this connection, we niention LEINDLER [4] , STvrIrsxr [14] , KRoTov [3] , SIc1EL [131 and the authors [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, these papers contain in detail only the case of the classical.growt.h condition ha for the difference term.
-
The aim•of.this paper is to prove approximation results in Holder norms based oil -general modulus-typq functions w. Note that our approach doe's not need essential restrictions on co.. In this directioti our results generalize theorems obtained 'in [4] , • - shere w has tofulfil very (lelicate imieivalities. Here we establish an easier and more -general cotwergenceconditioti which allows its also to find the order of convergence.
-Sin ce the modulus of 'eontituity based on the first difference does not dcscri}e thebest approximation completely, we use higher differences. First results in such HOlder-;'Zygmuiid norms are contained in [5, 6] . In detail, we consider the Fourier sum and its de laVallée Poussin means. However, the method of proof can he used in a similar wa, for other linear approximation methods as well. The-norms based onC and L, 1 :s, -p < 00, can he handled by the same methods. Th results are similar iip.to different operator norms of the Fouriersum. All etimates are formulated with, explicit constants depending only on 'parainete'rs of the spaces.' Using de la Vallée Poiissir means, we establish a Jacksont ype' theorem on the :best'approximtion in such HOlder-ZygInund spaces. However, in our.general approach it is not possible to prove converse results (see [7] for the. classical Holder spaces). Introducing some separable subspaces, we can formulate' -' corresponding "small-o" convergence results. These estimates are 'of special' interest in view of the nonseparahility of the usual Holder-Zygniund spaces.
Q . Definitions and preliminary results
Let X be', one of the usual spaces L (1 p < oc) or C of 21-jeri9dic complex-.valued functions, the norm in X being -
In the following, the value p = cc will always refer to the underlying space X = C. 
and -
In what follows, we will often use the well-known inequalities '
where /1k-'!) stands for the (distributional) (k -l)-th derivative of / (See e.g. [151). We denote by X"° the set of all funtions / such that /() e X nd 'II/1 IIx < 00. Note that X''", provided with the n orm
is a Banach space. Furthermore, let X r,I he the subspace of Xrc defined, by - 
where T is the set.of all trigonometric polynomials of degree less than or equal to n. -To prove estimates in Holdr-Zygrnund norms we need the following well-known • results.
•---
Izlhl/m)ILv.
• .
0<h<I/(n±1) .

S
The constant Q can be estimated by,
•
•' . ' - 
Approximation by the Fourier sum
For' simplicity of the representation, we here restrict ourselves to the approximation of. / ,by the Fourier sum S,,/. By the same inetlod, of proof one obtains analogoôs -'error estimats for interpolatory polynomials on equidistant nodes (see [9, 12] 
Ill -S fM y r.co = .
-( n -i oo). P)
Remarks: I.1 ; here is a gap rn--r < < m -r + tin the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. To make this clear we quote the following example.
so that 'rlieorem 1 does not make sense. 
Similarly one can find analogous approxithation results for the interpolatory polynomial
L/ € T, which interpolates / at equidistant nodes (see [9. 11] ).
Before proving the theorem we add some simple facts. .Proof of Theorem 1: Set H = {h: 0 <h < 1/(11 + 1)), 0 = {h: h> 1/(n + 1)).
In view df the Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain for 0 r that -S
11(/ ^S BE(/"), X)
where we have used that S,,/() (S/)('). Hence, by summation, we find that
To estimate the second term of the norm we split the supremum into two parts. Ffrst write 
60I .
ieiice, -
{llLi/(m)ll,r/o,.
C'ombinng this estimate and (6) we obtain
1, • The case h E Gcan be hnd1ed in a similar way. This gives Estimating the terns in the paranthesesin the same way asin (4), (5); (7) and (8) 
